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Abstract—We propose a novel approach for sharing cluster resources among competing jobs. The key advantage of our approach over current solutions is that it increases cluster utilization while optimizing a user-centric metric that captures both notions of performance and fairness. We motivate and formalize the corresponding resource allocation problem, determine its complexity, and propose several algorithms to solve it in the case of a static workload that consists of sequential jobs. Via extensive simulation experiments we identify an algorithm that runs quickly, that is always on par with or better than its competitors, and that produces resource allocations that are close to optimal. We find that the extension of our approach to parallel jobs leads to similarly good results. Finally, we explain how to extend our work to dynamic workloads.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of large commodity clusters has become mainstream for scientific applications, large-scale data processing, and service hosting. These clusters represent enormous investments and high utilization is paramount for justifying their costs (hardware, power, cooling, staff) [1]. There is therefore a strong incentive to share cluster resources among many applications and users. In general, resource sharing among competing instances of applications, or jobs, is difficult because different jobs have different needs that cannot all be accommodated simultaneously.

There are two main approaches to share clusters today. In the high-performance computing arena, the ubiquitous approach is “batch scheduling”, by which requests for compute resources are placed in queues and wait to gain exclusive access to a subset of the platform for bounded amounts of time. In service hosting or cloud environments, the approach is to allow users to lease “virtual slices” of physical resources, enabled by virtual machine technology. The latter approach has several advantages, including O/S customization and interactive execution.

Both approaches dole out integral subsets of the resources, or allocations (e.g., 10 physical nodes, 20 virtual slices), which places inherent limits on cluster utilization. Indeed, even if an application can dynamically change the number of resources it uses (via “malleability” [2]), if the application uses only 80% of a resource then 20% of it are wasted. As a result, other applications are denied access to resources, or delayed, in spite of cluster resources not being fully utilized.

Another problem with integral allocations is that they make the resource allocation problem, i.e., the optimization of an objective function, theoretically difficult [3]. While it is possible to define objective functions that capture notions of performance and fairness [4], in practice no such objective function is optimized. For instance, batch schedulers provide instead a myriad of configuration parameters to tune resource allocation behavior using ad-hoc rules of thumb. Consequently, there is a sharp disconnect between the desires of users (low response time, fairness) and the schedules computed by batch schedulers [5,6]. A notable finding in the theoretical literature is that with job preemption and/or migration certain resource allocation problems become (more) tractable or approximable [3,7]. Unfortunately, preemption and migration are rarely used on production parallel platforms. The gang scheduling [8] approach allows entire parallel jobs to be context-switched in a synchronous fashion, but is known to have high overhead and, more importantly, to be susceptible to prohibitive memory pressure. Therefore while flexibility in resource allocations is desirable for solving resource allocation problems, affording this flexibility has not been successfully accomplished in production systems.

We claim that both limitations of current resource allocation schemes, namely, lowered utilization and lack of objective function, can be addressed simultaneously via fractional and dynamic resource allocations enabled by state-of-the-art Virtual Machine (VM) technology. Indeed, applications running in VM instances can be monitored so as to discover their true resource needs, and their resource allocations can be fractional and modified dynamically with low overhead. In this paper we:

- Formalize and justify a relevant resource allocation problem based on a simple system architecture and on the use of current technology (Section II);
- Establish the complexity of the problem and propose algorithms to solve it in the case of sequential jobs in a static workload (Section III);
- Evaluate our proposed algorithms in simulation and identify an algorithm that is efficient and close to
optimal (Section IV);
- Extend our approach to parallel jobs (Section V);
- Formulate a resource allocation adaptation problem for dynamic workloads (Section VI).

II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION USING VIRTUAL CLUSTERS

A. System Overview

We consider a homogeneous cluster based on a switched interconnect, and managed by a resource allocation system. The system responds to job requests by creating collections of VM instances called "virtual clusters" [9] on which to run the jobs. The VM instances run on physical hosts that are each under the control of a VM monitor [10–12]. The VM monitor can enforce specific resource consumption rates for different VM instances running on the host. All VM Monitors are in turn under the control of a VM Manager that can specify resource consumption rates for all of the VM instances running on the physical cluster. Furthermore, the VM Manager can enact VM instance migrations among physical hosts. The VM Manager thus provides the mechanisms for allocating to jobs only the resources they need when they need them. Resource allocation decisions are made by a Resource Allocator, regarding whether a job request should be rejected or admitted, regarding VM migrations, and regarding throttling resource consumption rates of each VM instance. Several groups in academia and industry are developing systems following this conceptual architecture [9,13–16]. Our goal is to design a sound resource allocation algorithm to be implemented at the heart of the Resource Allocator.

B. VM Technology to support Virtual Clusters

1) Resource sharing via virtualization: Virtualization should ideally allow accurate sharing of hardware among VM instances while achieving performance isolation. The work in [17], based on the Xen VM monitor [10], shows that CPU-sharing and performance isolation is low-overhead, accurate (on average less than 1% difference between effective and specified allocated resource fractions), and rapidly adaptable. Current VM monitors such as Xen also enable accurate and efficient sharing of memory space. VM instances can make use of other resources beyond CPU and memory, requiring for instance virtualization of network I/O resources [18–20]. I/O virtualization is an active area of research: the 1st Usenix Workshop on I/O Virtualization was in December 2008. See [21] for a discussion of current challenges and possible solutions. Another question is the virtualization of the memory hierarchy (buses and caches). Promising work provides hardware and software techniques for virtualizing microarchitecture resources [22], including full memory hierarchies [23]. We conclude that accurate sharing and performance isolation among VM instances along various resource dimensions is either available today or feasible and to be available in the near future.

2) Job resource need discovery via virtualization: With virtualization one can infer resource needs of VM instances through observation. The simplest solution is to use monitoring mechanisms, e.g., the XenMon facility [24]. VM instance resource needs can also be discovered via a combination of introspection and configuration variation. With introspection, one can for instance deduce CPU needs by inferring process activity inside of VMs [25], and memory pressure by inferring memory page eviction activity [26]. With configuration variation one can vary the amount of resources given to VM instances, track how they respond to the addition or removal of resources, and infer resource needs [25,26]. A combination of the above techniques can thus be used effectively to determine VM resource needs, defined as the amount of resources a VM instance would use if alone on a host.

C. Problem Statement

To formalize a first resource allocation problem for virtual cluster environments we make a number of assumptions. We only consider CPU-bound jobs that need a fixed amount of memory. Accurate virtualization of CPU and memory resources can be done today, and VM technologies to virtualize other resource dimensions are on the way (see Section II-B.1). We assume that job resource needs are known, perhaps specified by users, or, more likely, via discovery techniques (see Section II-B.2). We leave the study of erroneous resource need estimates for future work. For now we assume that each job requires only one VM instance. (We deal with parallel jobs in Section V.) We also assume that the workload is static: no jobs enter or leave the system, and jobs run forever and with unchanging resource needs. (We discuss dynamic workloads in Section VI.)

The difficult question for resource allocation is how to define precisely what a “good” allocation is. Allocation goodness should encompass both notions of individual job performance and notions of fairness among jobs, as defined by a precise metric. This metric can then be optimized, possibly ensuring that it is above some threshold (for instance by rejecting requests for new jobs).

We call our resource allocation problem VCSCHED and define it here formally. Consider $H > 0$ identical physical hosts and $J > 0$ jobs. For job $i$, $i = 1, \ldots, J$, let $\alpha_i$ be the fraction of a host’s computational capability utilized by the job if alone on a physical host, $0 \leq \alpha_i \leq 1$. Let $m_i$ be the maximum fraction of a host’s memory needed by job $i$, $0 \leq m_i \leq 1$.

Let $\alpha_{ij}$ be the fraction of the computational capability of host $j$ allocated to job $i$, $0 \leq \alpha_{ij} \leq 1$. If $\alpha_{ij}$ is in $\{0, 1\}$, then the model is that of scheduling with exclusive access to resources. Instead, we let $\alpha_{ij}$ take rational values to enable fine-grain resource allocation.

We can write a few constraints due to resource limitations. We have

$$\forall j \sum_{i=1}^{J} \alpha_{ij} \leq 1 \quad \text{and} \quad \forall j \sum_{i=1}^{J} [\alpha_{ij}] m_i \leq 1,$$
because the total CPU and memory fraction allocated to jobs on any single host cannot exceed 100%. Also, a job should not be allocated more resources than it can use and each job can run on only a single host, thus:

\[ \forall i \sum_{j=1}^{H} \alpha_{ij} \leq \alpha_i \quad \text{and} \quad \forall i \sum_{j=1}^{H} \lfloor \alpha_{ij} \rfloor = 1 . \]

We wish to optimize a metric that encompasses user-centric notions of both performance and fairness. In the literature, a popular such metric is the stretch (also called “slowdown”) [4], defined as the job’s turn-around time divided by the turn-around time that would have been achieved had the job been alone in the system. Minimizing the maximum stretch has been recognized as a way to optimize average job turn-around time while ensuring that jobs do not experience high relative turn-around times. Consequently, it is a way to optimize both performance and fairness [4,7]. Because our jobs have no time horizons, we use a new metric, which we call the yield and which we define for job \( i \) as \( \sum_{j} \alpha_{ij} / \alpha_i \). The yield of a job represents the fraction of its maximum achievable compute rate that is achieved (1 being the best value). We define problem VCSCHEDED as maximizing the minimum yield (which is akin to minimizing the maximum stretch).

One of our constraints is that a job runs on a single host, which is to say that there is no job migration. However, migration could be used to achieve better minimum yield. Assuming that migration can be done without any overhead or extra cost whatsoever, as often done in the literature, migrating jobs among hosts in a periodic steady-state schedule affords more flexibility for resource sharing, which could in turn be used to maximize the minimum yield further. We refer the reader to [27] for a 2-host 3-job example which demonstrates the use of migration. Unfortunately, the assumption that migration comes at no cost or overhead is not realistic. While VM migration is fast [28], it consumes network resources. It is not clear whether the pay-off of these extra migrations would justify the added cost, and one should probably place a judiciously chosen bound on the number of migrations. We leave this question for future work and use migration only for the purpose of adapting to dynamic workloads (see Section VI).

Finally, a key aspect of our approach is that it can be combined with resource management and accounting techniques. For instance, it is straightforward to add notions of user priorities, of resource allocation quotas, of resource allocation guarantees, or of coordinated resource allocations to VMs belonging to the same job.

### III. Solving VCSCHEDED

VCSCHEDED is NP-hard in the strong sense via a reduction to 3-PARTITION [29] (the straightforward proof is available in a technical report [27]).

#### A. Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) Formulation

VCSCHEDED can be formulated as a MILP, that is, a Linear Program (LP) with both rational and integer variables. Non-linear constraints given in Section II-C, i.e., ones involving \( [\alpha_{ij}] \), can be made linear by introducing binary integer variables, \( e_{ij} \), set to \( 1 \) if job \( i \) is allocated to resource \( j \), and to \( 0 \) otherwise. We can then rewrite the constraints in Section II-C as follows, with \( i = 1, \ldots, J \) and \( j = 1, \ldots, H \):

\[
\forall i, j \quad e_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \quad \alpha_{ij} \in \mathbb{Q} \\
\forall i, j \quad 0 \leq \alpha_{ij} \leq e_{ij} \\
\forall i \quad \sum_{j=1}^{H} e_{ij} = 1 \\
\forall j \quad \sum_{i=1}^{J} \alpha_{ij} \leq 1 \\
\forall j \quad \sum_{i=1}^{J} e_{ij} m_i \leq 1 \\
\forall i \quad \sum_{j=1}^{H} \alpha_{ij} \leq \alpha_i \\
\forall i \quad \sum_{j=1}^{H} \frac{\alpha_{ij}}{\alpha_i} \geq Y
\]

The objective is to maximize \( Y \), i.e., to maximize the minimum yield.

#### B. Exact and Relaxed Solutions

In general, solving a MILP requires exponential time. We use a publicly available MILP solver, the Gnu Linear Programming Toolkit (GLPK), to compute the exact solution when there are few jobs and few hosts. When the instance is large we relax the problem by assuming that all variables are rational, converting the MILP into a rational LP, which can be solved in polynomial time in practice. The obtained solution may be infeasible but has two important uses. First, the achieved minimum yield is an upper bound on the solution of the MILP. Second, the rational solution may point the way toward good feasible solutions. Note that we do not need a linear program solver to compute the maximum minimum yield for the relaxed LP. Indeed, it is equal to \( \min \{ H / \sum_{i=1}^{J} \alpha_i, 1 \} \) and achieved by the trivial allocation: \( e_{ij} = 1 / H \) and \( \alpha_{ij} = (Y / H) \alpha_i \), for all \( i \) and \( j \).

#### C. Algorithms Based on Relaxed Solutions

We propose two algorithms, RRND and RRNZ, that use a solution of the rational LP as a basis and then round-off rational \( e_{ij} \) values. The trivial solution given in the previous section splits each job evenly across all hosts as all \( e_{ij} \) values are identical. Therefore it is a poor (in fact, the poorest) starting point for rounding off \( e_{ij} \) values. Instead we use GLPK to solve the LP and use the produced solution as a starting point.

1) Randomized Rounding (RRND):

For each job \( i \) (taken in an arbitrary order), this algorithm allocates it to host \( j \) with probability \( e_{ij} \). If the job cannot fit on the selected host because of memory constraints, then probabilities are adjusted and another attempt is made. If all jobs can be placed in this manner then the algorithm succeeds. Such a probabilistic approach has been used successfully in previous work [30].

2) Randomized Rounding with No Zero probability (RRNZ):

One problem with RRND is that a job, \( i \), may not fit (in terms of memory needs) on any of the hosts, \( j \), for which \( e_{ij} > 0 \), in which case the algorithm would...
fail to generate a solution. To remedy this problem, we first set each zero $e_{ij}$ value to $\epsilon$, where $\epsilon << 1$ (we use $\epsilon = 0.01$). For those problem instances for which RRND provides a solution, RRNZ should provide nearly the same solution. But RRNZ should also provide a solution for some instances for which RRND fails.

D. Greedy Algorithms

1) Greedy (GR): This algorithm first goes through the list of jobs in arbitrary order. For each job the algorithm ranks the hosts in non decreasing order by the sum of the maximum CPU needs of all jobs already assigned to a host. The algorithm then selects the first host that can satisfy the job’s memory needs.

2) Sorted-Task Greedy (SG): This algorithm is similar to GR but first sorts the jobs in descending order by their memory needs so as to place larger jobs earlier.

3) Greedy with Backtracking (GB): We can modify the GR algorithm to add backtracking. Full-fledged backtracking, which guarantees finding a solution if it exists, requires potentially exponential time. Instead, we limit the number of job placement attempts to 500,000. Other simple options for bounding placement attempts are possible but, based on our experiments, do not work as well.

4) Sorted Greedy with Backtracking (SGB): SGB combines the SG and GB algorithms.

E. Multi-Capacity Bin Packing Algorithms

Resource allocation is akin to bin packing. There are however two important differences between our problem and bin packing. First, our job resource needs are dual, with both memory and CPU needs. Second, our CPU needs are not fixed but depend on the achieved yield. The first difference can be addressed by using “multi-capacity” bin packing heuristics [31]. The second difference can be addressed as follows. Consider an instance of VCSCHED and a fixed value of the yield, $Y$, that needs to be achieved for each job. By fixing $Y$, each job has fixed memory and fixed CPU needs, making it possible to apply multi-capacity bin packing heuristics directly. A binary search on $Y$ is then used to find the highest value for which the problem can be solved.

For completeness, we give the principle of the algorithm in [31]. Jobs are split into two lists, with one list containing the jobs with higher CPU needs than memory needs and the other containing the jobs with higher memory needs than CPU needs. Each list is then sorted according to some to-be-defined criterion. One starts assigning jobs to the first host. Lists are scanned in order, searching for the first job that can “fit” on the host, which for the sake of this discussion we term a “possible job”. Initially one searches for a possible job in any list. Subsequently, one searches for a possible job first in the list that goes against the current imbalance. For instance, say that the host’s available memory capacity is 50% and its available CPU capacity is 80%, based on jobs assigned to it so far. One would first scan the list of jobs with higher CPU needs than memory needs. When no possible jobs are found in either list, one repeats this process for the next host. If all jobs can be assigned in this manner then resource allocation is successful.

While the algorithm in [31] sorts each list by descending order of the sum of the memory and CPU needs, there are other options. We experiment with sorting in descending order of: the sum of the two needs (MCB1), the difference between the larger and the smaller of the two (MCB2), the ratio between the larger and the smaller of the two (MCB3), and the maximum of the two (MCB4). Sorting in descending order gives us four more algorithms (MCB5, MCB6, MCB7, and MCB8). MCB5 is the algorithm in [31].

F. Experimental Methodology

We conduct simulations on synthetic problem instances defined based on the number of hosts, the number of jobs, the total amount of free memory, or memory slack, in the system, the average job CPU need, and the coefficient of variance of both the memory and CPU needs of jobs. The memory slack is used rather than the average job memory need since it gives a better sense of how tightly packed the system is as a whole. In general (but not always) the greater the slack the greater the number of feasible solutions to VCSCHED.

Job CPU and memory needs are sampled from a normal distribution with given mean and coefficient of variance, truncated so that values are between 0 and 1. The mean memory need is defined as $H \ast (1 - \text{slack})/J$, where $\text{slack}$ is between 0 and 1. The mean CPU need is taken to be 0.5, which in practice means that feasible instances with fewer than twice as many jobs as hosts have a maximum minimum yield of 1.0 with high probability. We do not ensure that every problem instance has a feasible solution.

Two different sets of problem instances are examined. The first set of instances, “small” problems, includes instances with small numbers of hosts and jobs. Exact optimal solutions to most of these problems should be computable in a tractable amount of time (e.g., from a few minutes to a few hours). The second set of instances, “large” problems, includes instances for which the numbers of hosts and jobs are too large to compute exact optimal solutions.

For the small problem set we consider 4 hosts with 6, 8, 10, or 12 jobs. Slack ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 with increments of 0.1, while coefficients of variance for memory and CPU needs are given values of 0.25 and 0.75, for a total of 144 different problem specifications. 10 instances are generated for each problem specification, for a total of 1,440 instances.

For the large problem set we consider 64 hosts with sets of 100, 250 and 500 jobs. Slack and coefficients of variance for memory and CPU needs are the same as for the small problem set for a total of 108 different problems specifications. 100 instances of each problem specification were generated, for a total of 10,800 instances.
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A. Small Problems

Figure 1(a) shows the average minimum yield achieved versus the memory slack for our algorithms, the optimal MILP solution, and for the solution of the rational LP which is an upper bound of the MILP solution. The solution of the rational LP is only about 4% higher on average than the MILP solution, although it is significantly higher for slack values of 0.3 or smaller. The solution of the rational LP will be particularly interesting for large problem instances, for which we cannot compute the MILP solution. On average, the MILP solution is about 2% better than MCB8, and about 11% to 13% better than the greedy algorithms. All greedy algorithms exhibit roughly the same performance. RRND and RRNZ lead to results markedly poorer than the other algorithms, with expectedly RRNZ slightly outperforming RRND.

Figure 1(b) plots the failure rates of our algorithms. RRND has the worst failure rate, followed by GR and then RRNZ. There were a total of 60 instances out of the 1,440 for which GLPK could not find an optimal MILP solution. We see that MCB8, SG, and SGB have failure rates that are not significantly larger than that of GLPK. Out of the 1,380 feasible instances, the GB and SGB never fail to find a solution, MCB8 fails once, and SG fails 15 times.

We measured run times of the various algorithms on a 3.2GHz Intel Xeon processor. The computation time of the exact MILP solution is by far the largest, on average 28.7 seconds. There were 9 problem instances with solutions that took over 500 seconds to compute, and a single problem instance that required a little over 3 hours. For all small problem instances the average run times of the greedy algorithms are 20 to 30 microseconds, except for GB, which has an average runtime of 120 microseconds. MCB8 has an average runtime of 151 microseconds. RRND and RRNZ are slower, with average run times on the order of 2 milliseconds.

B. Large Problems

Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1, but for large instances, and thus does not show the optimal MILP solution. In Figure 2(a) we can see that MCB8 achieves far better results than any other algorithm. Furthermore, MCB8 is extremely close to the upper bound on optimal as soon as the slack is 0.3 or larger and is only about 8% away from this upper bound when the slack is 0.2. When the slack is 0.1, MCB8 is about 37% away from the upper bound, but in this case the upper bound is likely significantly larger than the optimal (see Figure 1(a)). The performance of the greedy algorithms relative to the upper bound is lower than for small instances, on average nearly 20% lower than the bound for slack values 0.3 or larger. RRNZ and RRND algorithms are again poor performers. RRND is not even visible on the graph and in fact fails to solve any instance for a slack lower than 0.4.

Figure 2(b) shows that GB has nearly as many failures as GR, and SGB has the same number of failures as SG. This suggests that 500,000 placement attempts when
backtracking, which was more than sufficient for the small problem set, has little effect on the failure rate for the large problem set. RRND is the only algorithm with a significant number of failures for slack values larger than 0.3. SG, SGB and MCB8 exhibit the lowest failure rates, on average about 40% lower than that experienced by the other greedy and RRNZ algorithms, and more than 14 times lower than the failure rate of RRND.

On a 3.2GHz Intel Xeon RRND and RRNZ require roughly 650 seconds on average for 500 jobs. This large time is attributed to solving the rational LP using GLPK (which could be reduced significantly by using a faster solver, e.g., CPLEX). The greedy algorithms are the fastest, returning solutions in about 15 to 20 milliseconds for 500 jobs. This is to be compared to 500 milliseconds for MCB8, which is still acceptable in practice.

C. Discussion

The multi-capacity bin packing algorithm that sorts jobs in descending order by their largest resource need (MCB8) is the algorithm of choice. It outperforms or equals all other algorithms nearly across the board in terms of minimum yield and failure rate, while exhibiting low run times. The sorted greedy algorithms (SG or SGB) lead to reasonable results and could be used for very large instances, for which the run time of MCB8 may become too high. The use of backtracking led to performance improvements for small problem instances but not for large ones. This suggests that using a problem-size- or run-time-dependent bound on the number of branches to explore could be effective.

D. Optimizing Utilization

Once an allocation with a given minimum yield, say $Y$, has been produced by any of our algorithms, there may be excess computational resources available. To maximize cluster utilization one can then maximize average yield while preserving $Y$ as the maximum minimum yield. This maximization can be formulated as a MILP, simply replacing our objective function by the average yield and adding the constraint $Y \geq Y_i$. Unfortunately, this MILP cannot be solved in polynomial time. We can however enforce that the placement of jobs onto the hosts not be modified, only their allocated CPU fractions. In this case we can use the following optimal greedy algorithm. First, we set the yield of each job to $Y_i$: $\alpha_{ij} = \alpha_i Y_j$. Then, for each host, we increase the CPU fraction of the job with the smallest CPU need $\alpha_i$ until either the host has no CPU capability left or the job’s CPU need is fulfilled. In the latter case, we then apply the same scheme to the job with the second smallest CPU need on that host, and so on. The optimality of this process is easily proved via a typical exchange argument.

Figure 3 shows the average percentage improvement in average yield for MCB8 versus the memory slack, for large problem instances. Due to left-over resources after the minimum yield maximization phase, the average yield can be further increased by between 1% and 8%. The lower the slack, the more difficult the resource allocation problem, and thus the likelier it is that the minimum yield maximization was unable to fully utilize resources. Even after average yield optimization, there may still be underutilized nodes if the cluster is overprovisioned. In this case one may wish to turn off nodes to save

![Figure 2: Minimum Yield and Failure rate for large problem instances.](image)

![Figure 3: Average Yield Percent Improvement vs. Slack for large problem instances for the MCB8 algorithm.](image)
energy [32]. Our approach is compatible with this strategy: simply determine potential allocations for various numbers of nodes (which is feasible because our algorithm for computing the allocation is fast). One can then pick the allocation that strikes any desirable compromise (e.g., turn on the smallest number of nodes so that the minimum yield is within some percentage of what it would be if all nodes were turned on).

V. Parallel Jobs

Users may want to split jobs into multiple tasks, either because they wish to use more CPU power in order to return results more quickly or because they wish to process an amount of data that does not fit comfortably within the memory of a single machine. We consider homogeneous parallel jobs, i.e., jobs whose tasks have identical resource needs. \( \alpha_i \) is then the CPU fraction consumed by any task of job \( i \) if alone on a host. We define the yield of a parallel job as the sum of the yields of the job’s tasks divided by the number of tasks in the job. Since the vast majority of parallel jobs make progress at the rate of their slowest task, we impose equal allocations for the tasks of the same job. All tasks in a parallel job then have the same yield, which is also the yield of the job. As a result, the algorithms described in Section III for sequential jobs can be used directly for parallel jobs by scheduling the tasks within the same job independently. (A complete MILP formulation of the resource allocation problem for parallel jobs can be found in a technical report [27].)

We present results only for our largest problem instances, as defined in Section III-F. To model the grouping of tasks into jobs we use the model in [33], i.e., a two-stage log-uniform distribution biased towards powers of two. We instantiate this model using the same parameters as in [33], assuming that jobs can consist of between 1 and 64 tasks.

Figure 4 shows results for SG and MCB8. We exclude all other algorithms as they were all shown to be at best as good as SG. The figure also shows the upper bound on the optimal yield obtained assuming that \( e_{ij} \) variables can take rational values. We see that MCB8 outperforms SG significantly and is close to the upper bound on the optimal for slacks larger than 0.3. Our results, not shown here due to lack of space (see [27]), also show that MCB8 and SG exhibit identical failure rates. In terms of run time, although SG is faster than MCB8 for 500 tasks by almost a factor of 32, MCB8 computes allocations in under half a second. Our conclusions are unchanged: MCB8 is the algorithm of choice while SG could be an alternate choice if the instance is very large.

Finally, average yield maximization for parallel jobs can be done using an algorithm similar to the greedy algorithm in Section IV-D. Jobs are considered in order of “computational size”, i.e., the sum of their tasks’ CPU needs. To increase a job’s yield, one increases the yields of all its tasks equally until they reach 1 or the CPU capacity of one of the hosts running one of the tasks is fully consumed.

VI. Dynamic Workloads

Generally, job resource needs can change and jobs enter and leave the system. The schedule should then be adapted to reach a new good allocation. This adaptation can entail two types of actions: (i) modifying the CPU fractions allocated to jobs; and (ii) migrating jobs.

Actions of type (i) above can be done with virtually no overhead [17], and only involve computing new \( \alpha_{ij} \) values without changing \( e_{ij} \) values. This can be done by first computing \( Y_j = \min \{1/\sum_{i=1}^{J} e_{ij} \alpha_i, 1\} \) for each host \( j \), that is, the maximum minimum yield achievable on that host. One then sets \( \alpha_{ij} = e_{ij} Y_j \alpha_i \) for each job \( i \) and each host \( j \). To perform average yield optimization (as in Section IV-D for sequential jobs and Section V for parallel jobs), one needs to compute the minimum of \( Y_j \) over all hosts, that is the overall maximum minimum yield. All this can be done via exchanges of short control messages between the Resource Allocator, the VM Management System, and the VM Monitors.

Actions of type (ii) above can be done with low perceived job unresponsiveness [28], but may consume significant amounts of network bandwidth, raising the question of whether the adaptation is “worth it”. Answering this question often uses a time horizon (e.g., “adaptation is not worthwhile if the workload is expected to change significantly in the next 5 minutes”) [34]. In our setting we do not assume any knowledge of future evolution of job arrival, departure, and resource needs. While techniques to make predictions based on historical information have been developed [35], it is unclear that they provide sufficient accuracy to carry out precise cost-benefit analyses of various adaptation paths.

Faced with the above challenge we propose a pragmatic approach. We consider schedule adaptation that attempts to achieve the best possible minimum yield while not migrating more than some fixed number of bytes, \( B \). If \( B \) is set to 0, then the adaptation will do the best it can without using migration whatsoever. \( B \) can be made large enough so that all jobs could potentially be migrated. The
value of $B$ can be chosen so that it achieves a reasonable trade-off between overhead and workload dynamism (lower $B$ for more dynamic workloads). Tuning workload adaptation behavior with a single parameter is simple, and thus desirable. Choosing the absolute best value for $B$ is however system-, epoch-, and workload-specific.

One can easily formulate the resource allocation adaptation problem as a MILP. The idea is to consider the current allocation (i.e., $\tilde{\alpha}_i^j$ and $\tilde{\alpha}_i^{old}$) as constants, and to compute a new allocation (i.e., $\alpha_i^{new}$ and $\alpha_i^{new}$) that maximizes the minimum yield. The old allocation is used to construct an additional constraint that sums migrated bytes and that bounds this sum by $B$. We refer the reader to the technical report [27] for the full MILP, and we leave for future work the development of algorithms for solving it.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a novel approach for allocating cluster resources among competing jobs, relying on Virtual Machine technology, in a view to promoting cluster utilization and optimizing a well-defined and relevant metric. We have developed an algorithm that runs quickly, is always on par with or better than its competitors, and is close to optimal. We have then extended our approach to handle parallel jobs and proposed a pragmatic formulation of the resource allocation adaptation problem.

Future directions include the development of algorithms to solve the resource allocation adaptation problem, and experimentation with extant strategies for estimating job resource needs accurately. Our ultimate goal is to develop a new resource allocator as part of the Usher system [9].
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